An important means of investigating gains and losses to prey caused by mimicry is through mathematical or computer constructs which represent and explore limited aspects of mimicry situations. Such studies use virtual predators which are usually simple automata, 'robots' that, through simple rules, vary virtual attack rates on virtual insect prey. In this paper I consider the effect of variations in predator memory and learning on mimicry dynamics. When there is mimicry between unequally noxious prey, the way that memory is modelled is shown to be crucial. If forgetting rates are fixed, an increase in the density of the least defended prey produces monotonic gains or losses in protection. However, if forgetting rate is inversely related in some way to degree of noxiousness of the prey then attack rates initially rise with the density of the least defended prey, reach a cusp and then fall. I show that the generation of this highly unconventional up-down result appears to be independent of variations in learning rate. This work shows how sensitive the predictions of virtual predators may be to relatively small changes in behavioural rules.
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Few topics have provided such rich resources for evolutionary biologists as the study of warning signals and mimicry. Considerable light has been shed on difficult evolutionary problems through the study of warningly coloured insects (e.g. kin selected and other forms of altruism : Fisher 1930; Turner et al. 1984; Guilford 1988 ; the genetics of adaptation: Clarke & Sheppard 1971; Sheppard et al. 1985; arms races: Nur 1970; Turner 1987 Turner , 1995 evolutionary history: Turner 1988; Brower 1996 ; hybrid zones, shifting-balance and speciation processes: Mallet 1986; Mallet & Singer 1987; Jiggins et al. 1996) .
One reason for the enduring interest in mimicry lies in the opposed dynamics that discriminate Batesian from Müllerian species. Batesian mimics are believed to parasitize their models' defences, have a strength through rarity, a consequent tendency to polymorphism and mimetic supergenes to match. In contrast, Müllerian comimics are assumed to be in mutualistic cooperation, have strength in numbers, strong tendencies to monomorphism and have little if any purposeful linkage between mimicry genes (e.g. Turner 1977 Turner , 1987 . Batesian and Müllerian mimicries therefore offer a natural laboratory for the study of often exquisite adaptations which have contrasting evolutionary trajectories.
Mimicry theory has, however, been dogged by 'the problem of the palatability spectrum'. Variation in prey acceptability is well known both between species (e.g. Brower et al. 1963 Brower et al. , 1968 Brower & Brower 1964; Marples et al. 1989; Sargent 1995) and within them (e.g. Brower et al. 1978; Ritland 1995) . There have been lengthy debates about the significance of variations in prey acceptability, especially with respect to the distinguishing properties of Batesian and Müllerian mimics. Arguments have focused on cases where levels of defence of mimetic prey are intermediate (see e.g. Huheey 1976 (see e.g. Huheey , 1980 (see e.g. Huheey , 1988 Benson 1977; Sheppard & Turner 1977; Turner 1987 Turner , 1995 Malcom 1991; Speed 1993a Speed , b, 1996 Gavrilets & Hastings 1998; MacDougall & Dawkins 1998) . The source of these arguments lies largely in the paucity of knowledge about aspects of animal psychology and the way that predators behave towards such prey in their natural habitats.
One useful, although naturally limited, way to explore the basis of warning signals and mimetic relationships has been through theoretical studies by explicit solution (Huheey 1964 (Huheey , 1976 Brower et al. 1970; Pough et al. 1973; Leudeman et al. 1981; Hadeler et al. 1982; Owen & Owen 1984; Leimar et al. 1986) or by computer simulation (Turner et al. 1984; Speed 1993a; Turner & Speed 1996; MacDougall & Dawkins 1998) . Such researchers construct 'virtual ecologies' inhabited by 'robot predators': simple predatory automata. These 'virtual predators' make decisions about attacks on imaginary
